ACOUSTIC LITE INSTALLATION GUIDE
When you purchased Acoustic Lite, you should have gotten an email that looks
like this:

Notice that there are TWO links to download. Yes, we know that the second link
should have a better sentence before it than, “Your code(s) for Acoustic Lite,” but
thatʼs the best we can do with the shopping cart service we use.
So download that first link, then unzip it and you will have a folder titled
“Realitone Acoustic Lite.” Now put that “Realitone Acoustic Lite” folder
wherever you like to keep your Kontakt libraries. (Next to RealiBanjo and
Realivox sounds like a swell place, doesnʼt it?) It can be anywhere – on your
desktop, or in your Native Instruments folder, or even on a separate hard drive if
youʼre feeling fancy. It really doesnʼt matter. Hereʼs what mine looks like:

Now, you might be thinking, “Hey Mike! When I look inside this Acoustic Lite
folder, I see a Documentation folder and a Samples folder . . . but where is the
Instruments folder and the two Resource Container files???”
Donʼt you worry, amigo. That stuff is in the zip file in the second link.

Simply click that link, unzip the zip file, and presto! We have a folder with our
Instruments folder and Resource Container files! Donʼt worry that the folder has
a gobbledygook name. We donʼt care about that, because all we need is whatʼs
inside, namely the Instruments folder and Resource Container files.
Speaking of which, now drag the Instruments folder and the two Resource
Container files into your Realitone Acoustic Lite folder. So now you have this:

The inside of your Realitone Acoustic Lite folder needs to look exactly like that.
If it doesnʼt, just start dragging stuff around until you have those same five items
inside it:
Documentation folder
Instruments folder
Resource Container.nkc
Resource Container.nkr
Samples folder
Youʼre all done! Now start up Kontakt 4 or Kontakt 5, load up Acoustic Lite and
start gettingʼ rich from the great music you make!
Check our YouTube page for helpful videos and fun stuff. Thatʼs at:
http://www.youtube.com/user/Realitone
Donʼt forget to like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Realitone
And be sure to visit us at www.realitone.com for news and updates.
Thank you for reading, and thank you for buying Acoustic Lite!

